


Safety Instructions
WARNING: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR

ELECTRIC SHOCK, DO NOT EXPOSE THIS UNIT TO

RAIN OR MOISTURE.

Read all the safety and operating instructions before

connecting or using this unit.

All warnings on the unit and in this operating manual should

be adhered to.

All operating and use instructions should be followed.

Do not use this unit near water: for example, near a bathtub,

washbowl, kitchen sink, laundry tub, in a wet basement, or

near a swimming pool.

This unit should be installed so that its location or position

does not interfere with its proper ventilation. For example,

it should not be situated on a bed, sofa, rug, or similar surface

that may block the ventilation openings: or placed in a built-in

installation, such as bookcase or cabinet, that may impede

the flow of air through its ventilation openings.

The unit should be situated away from heat sources such as

radiators, heat registers, stoves, or other devices (including

amplifiers) that produce heat.

The unit should be connected to a power-supply outlet only of

the voltage and frequency marked on its rear panel.

The power-supply cord should be routed so that it is not likely

to be walked on or pinched, especially near the plug,

convenience receptacles, or where the cord exits from the unit.

Clean unit only as recommended in this instruction manual.

The power-supply cord of the unit should be unplugged from

the wall outlet when it is to be unused for a long period of

time.

Care should be taken so that objects do not fall, and liquids

are not spilled, into the enclosure through any openings.

The unit should be serviced by qualified service personnel when:

A. The power cord or the plug has been damaged; or

B. Objects have fallen, or liquid has been spilled, into the

unit; or

C. The unit has been exposed to rain, or liquids of any kind; or

D. The unit does not appear to operate normally, or exhibits a

marked change in performance; or

E. The device has been dropped, or the enclosure damaged.

To prevent electric shock, do not use the polarized plug with

an extension cord, receptacle or other outlet unless the

blades can be fully inserted to prevent blade exposure.
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Please Read First

CAUTION: To reduce the risk of electrical shock, do not

remove the cover (or back). No user serviceable parts inside.

Refer servicing to qualified service personnel.

WARNING: To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do

not expose this appliance to rain or moisture.

The lightning flash with arrowhead, within an

equilateral triangle, is intended to alert the

user to the presence of uninsulated “dangerous

voltage” within the product’s enclosure that

may be of sufficient magnitude to constitute a

risk of electrical shock to persons. 

The exclamation point within an equilateral

triangle is intended to alert the user to the

presence of important operation maintenance

(servicing) instructions in the literature

7accompanying the appliance.

PRECAUTIONS:

The amplifier is a wideband design with substantial power

output capability. Certain precautions must be taken to

ensure proper operation.

1. Never expose the unit to moisture

2. Never plug an input cable into the amplifier while the

amplifier is turned on.

3. Never apply the “thumb test” (touching the “hot” lead of

the input cable with your finger) to the tip of the input

cable or input jack of the amplifier. RF rectification and/or

hum will be created and could cause damage to the

loudspeakers. ATI will not be responsible for damage to

the loudspeakers due to improper use of the equipment.

4. Under no circumstances should the output terminals of the

amplifier be short-circuited.

5. Avoid restricting the airflow around the unit. Good

airflow is necessary to help insure proper operation.

6.  Be sure that the loudspeakers connected can handle the

output power of the amplifier at the loudspeakers rated

impedance. The warranty on the amplifier does not cover

damage to loudspeakers that have inadequate power

handling capabilities.

7. Do not stack other system components or any other

materials directly on top of the unit. The heat dissipating

system of the amplifier depends on free flowing air around

the chassis.
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Getting to Know  the Rear Panel
A XLR Balanced Audio Inputs

Use the BALANCED INPUT jacks to connect to the outputs

of a preamplifier or other control device with XLR outputs.

B Unbalanced Audio Inputs

Use the UNBALANCED INPUT jacks to connect to the ouputs

of a preamplifier, receiver with preout connections,

CD player, or other control devices.

C Remote Trigger Input

Use the REMOTE TRIGGER jack to connect to a compatible

preamplifier, source device, or other product with a

3.3-24VDC output. 

D Product Serial Number

Write this number in the space provided on page 10 for

future reference.

D Speaker Outputs

Use the OUTPUT binding posts to connect the amplifier to

your speakers; red for positive, black for negative.

E AC Input

Use the included power cord to connect your amplifier to

an AC power source. 

F Master Power Switch

Turns the current to the amplifier on or off. 

NOTE: The picture below is an AT2007 seven-channel model.
It differs from the AT3007 only in the extra space on the panel. 
Other models ranging from two to six channels will only 
have two to six sets of  balanced audio inputs, unbalanced audio
inputs and speaker outputs.

Connecting Your Amplifier
When making connections between any source components

and the amplifier, or when making connections to any speaker,

be certain that both the input devices and the amplifier are

turned off. To assure that there will be no unwanted signal

transients that can damage equipment or speakers, it is always

best to unplug all equipment before making any connections. 
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Input Connections
Connecting the amplifier to your source equipment is simple.

Using high-quality XLR cables or audio interconnect cables,

match the output channel designations on the rear of your

source equipment to the balanced input jacks or unbalanced

inputs jacks on the rear panel of your amplifier that have the

same channel name. When making connections with RCA

type plugs or XLR connectors on interconnect cables, make

certain to gently, but firmly, insert the plug into the jack and

make sure that they are firmly seated. Loose connections can

cause intermittent sound and may damage your speakers.

Some quality plugs may be very tight, and it is important to

assure a proper connection between the interconnection

cable and the input jack. Be careful to match the type of input

you have decided to utilize on your amplifier with the same

type on your preamp or other source device. Do not mix

types, i.e. do not use an RCA type jack on one end and an

XLR connector on the other as this will defeat the output.

Once you have chosen the type of connectors and made the

connections, be sure that the small toggle switches located

between the RCA and XLR jacks are thrown toward the

connector being used. There will be no output if the toggle

switches are in the wrong position.

NOTE: There is an XLR pin assignment diagram located just above
the binding posts for Output-1. Make certain that the cables/
connectors you choose utilize the same order of wiring to your
preamp or other source device...they may be different. Failure to
ensure this continuity will result in a malfunction. Please consult
with your dealer if there is any doubt.

Speaker Connections
To assure that the high quality signals produced by your

amplifier are carried to your speakers without loss of clarity

or resolution, we recommend that you use high quality

speaker wire. Many brands of wire are available; the choice

may be influenced by the distance between your speakers

and the amplifier, the type of speakers you use, personal

preferences, or other factors.

Regardless of the brand or type of speaker wire selected, we

recommend that you use a wire constructed of fine,

multi-strand copper with a gauge of 14 or less. In specifying

wire, the lower the number, the thicker the cable. Wire with

a gauge of 16 may be used for short runs of less than twenty

feet. We do not recommend that you use any wires with an

AWG equivalent of 18 or higher due to the power loss and

degradation in performance that will occur.

To connect the amplifier to your speakers, a pair of binding

posts is provided for each channel output. These posts will

accept bare wire, spade lugs or banana type plugs. If bare

wire is used for the connections, strip approximately 1/2 inch

to 3/4 inch of insulation from the end of each wire and

carefully twist the strands of each conductor together.

Be careful not to cut the individual strands or twist them off.

All strands must be used for optimal performance.

Correct polarity connections are important to maintain

proper speaker phasing. When speaker phasing is correct, all

speakers move in and out at the same time, preserving the

imaging of the program material. Out-of-phase connections

mean that some speaker cones will be moving in, while others

move out. This will cause indistinct or confused imaging, and

muddled and cloudy sounds. To avoid incorrect phasing or

polarity, be certain to use wire that has distinct markings,

colors, stripes, wording, or grooves on each side of the

speaker cable. When making connections to the amp and

speakers, adhere to a consistent pattern of using one side of

the wire to the red terminals and the other side to the black

terminals. When using cable with markings on one side only,

traditional convention is to consider the marked side of the

wire as the red, or positive (+) connection, and the non-marked

side as the black or negative (–) connection.

Next, loosen the knobs of the amplifier’s speaker output

terminals, far enough so that the pass through hole is revealed.

Follow the proper connection instructions for your system

with regard to which terminals are used. Once the connections

are made, twist the cap back so that the connection is secured,

but do not over tighten or use tools, as this may break the

delicate wire strands and decrease system performance.

If you are using spade lugs, connect them to the speaker wire

using the manufacturer’s instructions, and then loosen the

caps on the speaker terminals. Place lugs between the plastic

cap and the back of the terminal. Be sure to observe proper

polarity, using the appropriate speaker hook-up icons for

your system’s configuration. Using your fingers, tighten to

obtain a positive contact.

When using banana plugs, connections may be made by simply

inserting the jack affixed to your speaker wire into the hole

provided on the rear of the colored screw caps on the binding

posts. Before using banana type jacks, make certain that the

plastic screw caps are firmly tightened down by turning them

in a clockwise direction until they are snug against the chassis.

This will insure that the maximum surface area of the plug is

in contact with the jack. Be certain to observe proper polarity.

Run the cables to the speaker locations. Do not coil any excess

cable, as this may become an inductor that creates frequency

response variations in your system. Finally, connect the wires

to the speakers, again being certain to observe proper polari-

ty. Remember to connect your negative, or black wire, to the

matching terminal on the speaker. The positive, or red wire,

should be connected to the matching terminal on the speaker.

NOTE: While most speaker manufacturers adhere to an industry
convention of using red terminals for positive connections and black
terminals for negative, some manufacturers may vary from this
configuration. To assure proper phase connections, and optimal
performance, consult the identification plate on your speaker
terminals, or the speaker’s manual to verify polarity. If you do not
know the polarity of your speaker, consult the
speaker’s manufacturer for further information.
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Making Rear Panel Connections
When connecting the amplifier to your source equipment,

match the output channel designations on the rear of your

source equipment to the input jacks on the rear panel of your

amplifier that have the same channel name.

Correct polarity connections are

important to maintain proper

speaker phasing. When making

connections to the amp and

speakers, adhere to a consistent

pattern of using one side of the

wire to the red terminals and the

other side to the black terminals. 

NOTE: The picture here is an
AT2007 seven-channel model.
It differs from the AT3007 only in
the extra space on the panel. Other
models ranging from two to six
channels will only have two to
six sets of balanced audio inputs,
unbalanced audio inputs and
speaker outputs.

NOTE: This diagram shows the back
of the amplifier, preamplifier and
all speakers. Therefore, the right
speakers are on the left side of the
diagram, and the left speakers are
on the right side of the diagram.

Center S

Right Rear Speaker

Right Surround Speaker

ATI ATP8500 Preamplifier/Proces

Right Front Speaker



Left Front Speaker
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Speaker

Left Rear Speaker

Left Surround Speaker

essor Shown as a Typical Example



Power Control Connections
Your amplifier features a built-in remote turn-on system that

will automatically switch the amplifier on when another

device in the system is switched on.

Remote Turn-On Using Products

Equipped With a Low Voltage Trigger Jack

Press the front panel power switch on the amplifier so that it

is in the ON position. Then, using an accessory cable with a

3.5mm mono mini-plug on each end, connect the trigger-output

jack on the rear of the source device to the trigger input jack

on the back panel of the amplifier. When these connections

are made, the amplifier will automatically turn on whenever

the triggering device is turned on.

Remote Turn-On

Using External AC to DC Power Converter

If your source device does not have a dedicated trigger jack,

it is still possible to activate the unit for automatic turn on

when a Switched Outlet is available on the rear of the source

device. To control the amplifier in this fashion, you will need

a small AC to DC power converter, capable of delivering a 3.3

to 24 volt DC signal. The DC voltage should terminate in a

standard 3.5mm type mini plug. This type of converter may be

obtained as a Power Adapter from many electronics retailers.

When installing, press the Main Power Switch on the front

panel of the amplifier in so that it is in the ON position. Plug

the AC adapter into a switched outlet on the source device

that will be activated when you wish to have the amplifier

turn on. This may be the switched outlet at the rear of an AC

receiver or other audio equipment. Connect the 3.5mm mini-

plug from the adapter to the trigger-input jack on the back

panel of the amplifier. The amplifier will now turn on and off

automatically, based on the status of the controlling device.

AC Line Connector and Power Cord
Once all audio and system connections have been made,

connect the supplied power cord to the amplifier first, and

then connect it to an AC power source. Please make certain

that the amplifier is turned off and that the device connected

to the remote trigger input is off when connecting the power

cord and plugging it into an AC outlet. Your amplifier is supplied 

with an internationally approved (IEC) power line connector

that accepts the supplied detachable, high-current capacity

power cord. NOTE: The power cord on the AT3000 series is

supplied with a 20-amp plug that has a different prong

configuration than the typical 15-amp plug. The AT3000

series amplifiers are so powerful they cannot reach their peak

output from a 15-amp circuit. The power cords are designed

specifically for 20-amp use, providing a more robust

connection to the amplifier than a 15-amp cord can offer. 

WARNING: Always turn off the amplifier and unplug the power cord
before making any electrical  connections.

Plug the AT3000 into a 20-amp  circuit only. You may

find that your wall socket is not of the same configuration

and will need to be changed in order to accept the 20-amp

plug of the AT3000. 20-amp receptacles are inexpensive and

can be found at any hardware or home supply store.

WARNING: DO NOT attempt this yourself, but hire a qualified
electrician to make necessary changes. Under no circumstances
should the round third prong on the plug be cut, bent or in any other
way defeated as this may result in severe shock. 

NOTE: It is not recommended that you connect other power amplifiers,
or products with a high current draw, to the same AC power circuit
as the amplifier. If this is unavoidable, the Ultra-Soft-Start circuitry
of your amp will prevent excessively high inrush current.

Amplifier Operation 
After all connections have been made you are ready for

operation. First, turn on the source components and processor

in your system. It is always a good idea to turn on your

amplifier LAST. This avoids the possibility of any turn on

pops or transients from other equipment being amplified and

sent to your speakers where they may cause damage. Always

start with a low volume level on your controller or preamp to

avoid damage to your speakers.

Manual On
Simply press the front panel power switch to  the “up”

position. There will be a short pause from the time the

power is turned on until power is applied to the speakers.

This is intentional, and protects your speakers from damage

while the amplifier stabilizes. To turn the unit off, press the

Power button downward. The ON indicator light will go out

and the STANDBY light will illuminate.

Automatic On 
Make certain that the connection to the controlling device is

correct. Whenever the controlling device is turned on, the

amplifier will automatically turn on after a short pause.

This pause is intentional, and it protects your speakers from

damage while the amplifier stabilizes. You may also hear a

relay click as during start up. This is also normal. To turn

off your amplifier, simply turn off the device feeding the

amplifier it’s audio signals. The amplifier will automatically

go into a standby mode in a few moments.

Peak Indicator Light
This indicator circuit continually monitors the output level of

your amplifier. This light will come on if the amplifier exceeds

its maximum output capability on any channel. While this

will not harm the amplifier, it does warn of potential harm to

your loudspeakers if the light stays illuminated continuously

for more than ten seconds. The volume setting from your

preamp or source device must be turned down if this occurs.
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Suggestion #3:

Ground loop problems may also be caused by poor grounding of

the electrical system in your home, particularly when there are

multiple components with three prong, grounded, power cords.

Try unplugging these components one at a time, and see if one or

all of them is causing the problem. The ultimate solution to this

type of problem is to re-wire your house with an isolated, star

type-grounding configuration. We recognize, however, that this

may be impractical and expensive. In some cases, the use of an

approved AC Power Isolation Transformer of sufficient capacity

may solve this problem.

WARNING: If you suspect that the grounding system in your home’s
electrical wiring is causing the hum problem, it is important that you do
not make any changes to the wiring yourself. Only a licensed electrician
should make any changes to household wiring, and they must be made in
full compliance with all local building, safety and electrical codes.

Suggestion #4:

Hum may also be caused by faulty earth grounds in your home’s

electrical system. In the past, cold water pipes were often used for

the earth ground, so it is important to make sure that your ground

connection is still valid and has not become loose or corroded. The

cold water pipe method may no longer be valid in some locations

due to requirements that the water meter be isolated from the water

mains with a length of PVC pipe, thus interrupting the ground

circuit. The safest, and most reliable, approach may be to provide

your own ground. This can be accomplished by having a licensed

electrician drive at least five feet of copper-jacketed steel grounding

rod into the earth, and using that for your grounding connection.

If the hum persists after all of the above suggestions have been

tried, contact the ATI customer service department for assistance.

A Few Words About Hum and Noise
Audible hum, or a discernable low frequency noise, is one of

the most common problems in audio/video systems. This

hum, which may be present even when the volume is at a low

level, is usually caused by a problem known as “ground

loops”. A ground loop occurs when there is a difference in

ground voltages between two or more components that are

connected electrically. This, in turn, creates multiple current

paths and causes the low-level noise, or hum.

The growing sophistication and complexity of home

audio/video systems, and the increased number of compo-

nents used to create these systems has dramatically increased

the potential for the possibility of ground loops. While it is

natural to suspect that the components in your system are the

cause of the hum, in many cases the cause may be due to

other conditions. In particular, cable TV connections from

outside the house have become a major source of hum.

In most cases, one of the following suggestions should help

you to solve a hum problem in your system. Please try these

steps in the sequence shown, proceeding from one step to the

next if the prior suggestion does not eliminate the problem.

Potential Ground Loops
in a Complex A/V System 
Suggestion #1:

To determine if a cable TV connection is responsible for the

hum, first turn all components off. Disconnect the cable TV

feed to your system at the first place where it connects to

your components. Alternatively, disconnect the cable TV wire

where it is connected at the wall outlet. Turn your system

back on, and listen if the hum has disappeared. If removing

the cable TV feed has eliminated the hum, you will need to

insert a Ground Loop Isolator before reconnecting the cable

TV feed, or contact your cable TV operator to see if they can

better isolate your cable feed.

Suggestion #2:

Turn off all components in your system, and then disconnect

the input cables at the amplifier. Turn the amplifier back on,

and see if the hum is still present. If the hum disappears, the

fault may be in the input cables used. Try replacing them with

cables that have better shielding, and make certain that the

input cables are not running on top of any AC power cords.

Change the cables one at a time to determine if one, or all

cables is responsive. If the hum disappears when the input

cables are disconnected, but returns after the cables are

changed and the system re-connected, the problem may be

caused by your source device.
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